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Feel free to use these printed cards in your classroom. There are 4 style cards to choose from: A. Blank outlines the main map with only outlines of countries (or regions/states/provinces). Students can write names on the map. B. Tagged outline map Main map of the contour (type A above), with answers placed on the map. This map can
be used to study or validate responses on a completed map of contours (type A, above) C. The smart outline map is the main outline map with each map being tested. Near or below the map is the area to write the names of places associated with each number. D. A measured map of the contours is a numbered map (type C above) with
answers next to the numbers. This map can be used to study, or to check the responses on the completed circuit map (type C, above) Go to the section you are interested in: Other information: You can use these card files Get a free PDF reader Back to the beginning back to the beginning back to the beginning back to the beginning In
order to continue to use our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. This quiz map is a great way to develop a broader awareness of the world around us, as well as develop the use of atlas at the same time. This card quiz sheet comes complete with a key answer. This activity can be
performed individually by students or couples. It's a light-hearted and fun way to learn how to use satin. This card is free to download and print today. All the countries in this quiz map are in South America, making it a little easier. This quiz card comes complete with a key answer to save you running for your atlas to remind yourself what
Paraguay looks like. This quiz card is free to download and print today. It can be used both at home and at school, and it is a great way to develop your atlas skills. Advertisement.EnchantedLearning.com is a user-supported site. As a bonus, members of the site have access to a banner-ad free version of the site, with print friendly pages.
Click here to find out more. (Already a member? click here.) Assessing the level of our subscribers on this page: 4th - 5th A B B D F I J J K N N S S U v V V V X X X Y -Geography zuiz Worksheets On these printed sheets the student reads a map to answer geography questions. EnchantedLearning.comWorld Geography Flags A B B C D
F F G I J K L M N O P T U V W X Y - Search Enchanted Learning Site for: Advertising. Advertising. Advertising. Teaching geography has become a bit of a mystery. We know that it is extremely important for our students to be able to identify the major continents and oceans, but it is a struggle to find free time to create a map and an
appropriate assessment. If you can relate to this predicament and you are looking for a quick and easy way Basic World Geography Skills, printed world map sheet and quiz below should help. Map Activity Students begin the lesson by creating their own world map.  The included map of the black circuit and direction requires students to
identify, mark and color code all continents, oceans and equators.  Studies have shown that the use of color can help students differentiate, preserve and pass on knowledge. As a teacher, we can take advantage of color coding and apply strategy to our own learning.  From a mapping point of view, the active process of marking and color
coding will help students organize their thinking and internalize geographic information.  For this particular lesson, the included directions are written for students to be able to follow on their own and complete at their own pace.  It is important to emphasize the importance of clarity and accuracy.  The purpose of the exercise will be lost if
students are unable to read their completed maps. Card questions After students certify their map sketches, they will be ready to answer the included card questions.  The questions are designed to give students the opportunity to gain access and apply what they have learned about world geography.  In addition to analysis and
application, students acquire practice in working with their cards before accepting the assessment.  Students are also required to use referral links. For example, the first question requires students to identify the ocean that lies west of North America.  Ideally, completing this world map activity will create a basic geographic knowledge base
that will help students with future map assignments. The Score Card Score Card consists of twelve relevant questions, and students will use their completed card as a reference when taking the grade. Students must map continents, oceans and equators with the correct letter on the map.  Allowing students to use their full card gives them
the opportunity to take responsibility for their learning.  If their outline map is correct, they should have no problem completing the score accurately.  Overall, the score measures how well students have completed their map of blank contours and whether students can read and access information provided in map format.  In order to test
knowledge of geographic locations that were committed to memory, students will need to take the assessment without using their completed maps. Incorporating lessons and map activities into the manual is an important way to encourage critical thinking, increase engagement, reach differentiation, build connections, and support inter-
class learning.  The world map lesson described above is available in print and digital formats FREE from literacy in focus on TpT.  Link below to download a copy today! FREE World Map of Activity and Literacy Assessment in Focus on TpT 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, Higher Education, HomeschoolPage 2 2
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